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About me

4 + 4 + 2 years

Matthews et al. 2018

5 years

FermiNet Density Functionals

Lattice QCD



Monte Carlo is ubiquitous in the natural sciences

Protein physics Black hole astronomyLattice QCDQuantum Monte Carlo

Black hole image: Event Horizon Telescope



Long term motivating example: the Muon g-2 experiment

Lattice QCD is a dominant 
error term in standard 
model background.

Massive amounts of 
supercomputer time.

?

Calculate the muon 
magnetic moment to 
astonishing precision.

New physics

Animation credit: Derek B. Leinweber



Protein physics

Real protein folding is a complex dynamical process.

Many proteins do not have a single structure.

Image credits: D. E. Shaw ResearchAnton supercomputer



Two fundamental challenges



Mapping to Boltzmann Distribution
Inverse temperature

Energy

Partition function



Mapping to Bayesian inference 

Posterior

Likelihood Prior

Model evidence/
Marginal likelihood

Set and
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1)   Annealed Importance Sampling 



Naive importance sampling



Naive importance sampling (2)

So use estimators

and

where:



Naive importance sampling (3)

So use estimators

and

where:Unbiased

Biased but consistent



Importance sampling on augmented space

Proposal distribution

Extended target distribution

Easy to sample from

The thing we want



Annealing 



Importance sampling on augmented space

Proposal distribution

Extended target distribution

Easy to sample from

The thing we want

Choose to get us closer 
to want we want.

How do we choose this?



Perfect reversal: Del Moral et al (2006) 



Perfect reversal: Del Moral et al. (2006)

Intractable marginal 
distribution of proposal



Anchor the annealing with intermediate targets



Annealed Importance Sampling: Neal (1998) /
Jarzynski method (1997)

Reversible Markov kernel with respect to
(or approximation thereof) 

Everything cancels and 
it is beautiful!



Annealed Importance Sampling: one step

Importance sampling MCMC
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2)   Adding normalizing flows / 

CRAFT



Collaborators

Michael Arbel

Gatsby Unit -> INRIA

Arnaud Doucet

Oxford, DeepMind

Danilo J. Rezende

DeepMind



Papers and code.

ICML 2022 paper

Open source repo on GitHub.

ICML 2021 paper



Normalizing flows
Denote these as

These are diffeomorphisms that exploit the change of variables formula for tractability.

We parameterize them using neural networks and can incorporate symmetries.

Historically they have been trained by variational inference though this has some challenges. 

Dinh et al.  2017



CRAFT one step with fixed normalizing flow(simplified)

Flow transport and 
importance sampling MCMC

AIS has identity flow. Optimal and only valid reversal of a flow is its inverse.



Adding resampling to AIS

Resampling allows to remove unpromising particles.

AIS --> Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC). Sampler Del Moral, Doucet and Jasra (2006)

Importance sampling Resampling MCMC



Full CRAFT step with fixed normalizing flows.

Flow transport
+ importance sampling Resampling MCMC



Estimating the flow

 

In both cases the forward sampler is non-differentiable and not batch parallel because it 
includes MCMC and resampling. These components are known to help a lot so we want them.

Using multiple KLs also helps reduce mode collapse.  

Sum over all transitions 
between temperatures.

Previous distribution 
passed through a flow T

Next distribution.

Zero when flow 
transport is perfect at 
each step



Comparison to Stochastic Normalizing Flows 

 

Wu et al. (2020) uses standard ELBO from AIS with flows (implicit in the paper).

Runs into problems with discrete steps - there is a term ignored from the gradient.

Can also lead to mode collapse.



Experiments with 2D Euclidean            theory 

 

Follow Albergo et al. 2019 use this as a testbed.

Continuum theory:

Discretize on a lattice:

Target probability distribution :



Samples from         theory:

m^2 = -4.5m^2 = -4
Used in original paper with 14x14 lattice



Samples from         theory:

m^2 = -4.75
Used in the work.

m^2 = -5



Choice of normalizing flow

We use the real NVP normalizing flow with 
checkerboard masking (left in figure).

Extract is from the original paper by 
Dinh, Sohl-Dickstein and Bengio ICLR 2017.

Convolution assumption in our case 
corresponds to translation invariance 
which is exactly obeyed in      .

This is a natural choice of flow for the 
problem and is mentioned in existing work.



Debiasing proposals using MCMC
We can correct bias in observables for VI, SMC and CRAFT proposals using Metropolis correction.



Raw MCMC chains
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3)   Connections to diffusion models



Collaborators and paper

Arnaud Doucet

Oxford, DeepMind

Will Grathwohl

DeepMind

Heiko Strathmann

DeepMind

NeurIPS 2022



Reversing diffusions



Example 1: Brownian motion (plus initial jitter).



Example 1:  Brownian motion (plus initial jitter).



Example 2: Homogeneous Langevin diffusion 
initialized at target distribution.



Example 2: Homogeneous Langevin diffusion initialized at target 
distribution.



Song et al. 2021. Continuous time diffusion from data
Also see Sohl-Dickstein et al. 2015

This works really well for learning from data. Some recent papers 
generate from energy and then learn from the samples.
But can’t we use the energy inside the algorithm? 



Doucet et al. 2022. Continuous time diffusion from energies



Optimal reversal of 
importance sampler

Reversal of diffusions

Continuum limit



This informs discretized algorithms
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4)   Outlook for applications



Practical observations 

SMC/AIS is a strong baseline but can struggle in hard cases.

CRAFT currently outperforms MCD in most cases.

MCD may need some more methodological improvements to bridge the gap - see paper.

Think about when ML will help generally…
1) When classical algorithms are failing but there is knowledge ML can incorporate.
2) When amortization is important e.g for multiple related systems.
3) When very high accuracy is needed overhead of training is more likely to be worth it.



Long term motivating example: the Muon g-2 experiment

Lattice QCD is a dominant 
error term in standard 
model background.

Massive amounts of 
supercomputer time.

?

Calculate the muon 
magnetic moment to 
astonishing precision.

New physics

Animation credit: Derek B. Leinweber








